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Abstract
To achieve a high level of communication at different layers
independently of a specific actor, interoperability represents
the current interest for all types of organizations for its open
standard aspect capable of performing collaboration on dif-
ferent concerns. Indeed, interoperability allows the exchange
of information along several axes and the use of this infor-
mation to achieve common objectives. Dysfunctions related
to these exchanges can have a negative impact on the overall
performance of communicating. Therefore, interoperability
should be continuously verified and improved. We present
in this paper a monitoring considering interoperability at the
data level, through the information collect about existing data
exchanges that use the messaging based broker RabbitMQ as
a mean of communication. The information collected supplies
a set of indicators that are confronted with interoperability
requirements allowing us to detect interoperability problems
and provide their potential causes. Indicators characteristics
offer various exploitations depending on their nature and util-
ity.We use AHP to provide an analysis of the importance of
these indicators and give an ordering of the potential causes
of interoperability problems based on experts’ judgments.
We implemented our framework on top of the data analysis
platform: Moose and experimented it on a Publish-Subscribe
system implemented with the broker RabbitMQ using the
protocol AMQP.

Keywords Data Interoperability, Interoperability Assessment,
Monitoring, Data exchange, Message Brokers, Interoperabil-
ity Requirements
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1 Introduction
Interoperability is defined as the ability for two or more sys-
tems/components to exchange information and to use the
information exchanged [12], a term related to several socio-
economic, techno-economic, or even governmental contexts.
Currently, it is admitted that the literature surrounds and spec-
ify the academic plot and jargon related to this notion. En-
terprise interoperability can be developed between different
levels of interacting enterprises (business, processes, services,
and data). Decreasing interoperability capacities caused by
unsatisfied interoperability requirements can have profound
impacts as it refers to b2b interaction capacity. Indeed, inter-
operability problems can have a significant influence on the
performance and results of the whole enterprise network.

In our context, Berger-Levrault (BL)1 assures interoper-
ability between communicating applications; with a Message-
Oriented Middleware API (BL-MOM). The latter implements
asynchronous exchange of messages according to the proto-
cole AMQP. The capacity sought behind interoperability in
this context is based on the use of an open standard without
relying on a particular actor to exchange data [4].

Improving interoperability implies that a level or degree
of interoperability is assessed. However, identifying inter-
operability problems and their causes can represent a real
challenge. We can summarise our research problems in two
categories: data exchange monitoring and interoperability
assessment.

For the data exchange monitoring, we notice that existing
monitoring tools propose low-level metrics unable to repre-
sent business informations. They offer information related
to the number of resources and visualisation of consumption
and publication rates. This is due to the multiplicity of data

1Software provider specialised in the fields of education, health, sanitary,
social and territorial management.
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arisen from message exchanges in addition to the different
components to manipulate.

Concerning the assessment part, few studied approaches
offer computer-mediated approaches to support the assess-
ment and decision-making processes. Also, a few number of
interoperability assessment approaches convey information
to identify problems and improve the interoperability level.
On the other hand, approaches with dealing with several in-
teroperability concerns do not provide a detailed analysis. We
aim with this work to provide an interoperability evaluation
approach that offers a set of indicators allowing to specify the
origin of interoperability problems.

In the remaining sections of this paper, Section II presents
related works and the motivation behind the proposed ap-
proach. Section III is dedicated to describing the global frame-
work with all its components. Then, the implementation part
of the framework describing the used technologies is de-
scribed in Section IV. The interest behind the approach in
Section V. Finally, we conclude with perspectives.

2 Motivation and Related Work
This section will be divided into two parts, it touches the data
exchange monitoring for evaluation of interoperability, and to
reach it, a study of the literature will aim the Interoperability
Assessment approaches, the monitoring, and its tools.

2.1 Monitoring
Our approach uses monitoring for the assessment of interoper-
ability, an analysis capable of defining a sort of classification
of potential causes by order of importance for a given prob-
lem. A monitoring system is defined as a process or a set
of distributed processes including the function and collec-
tion, interpretation, and dynamic processing of information
relating to an application being run [5]. Literature classified
these techniques into two categories: Direct Monitoring and
Indirect Monitoring.

Direct Monitoring aims at actively involving the system
in the data collection phase; these data are generated by the
target system itself or obtained by querying the target system.
This type of monitoring and linked to the development phase
for the detection of problems related to the engineering phase.
In the case of our approach, monitoring is qualified as Indi-
rect Monitoring, aiming to collect data without pressing the
system, with monitoring the data generated in different places
[6]. In our case data collection is related to the trace files of
various plugins of the RabbitMQ broker.

Different tools are used to exploit indirect monitoring ap-
proaches for brokers. In the case of messaging exchange
monitoring, Dynatrace2 allows detecting RabbitMQ instances
and displays measures such as processor, consumers, and
queues also nodes that are assigned. Datadog3 can go until

2https://www.dynatrace.fr/
3https://www.datadoghq.com/

navigating between logs and test hypotheses by superimpos-
ing events. These tools or others mainly focus on low-level
monitoring information such as messages, resource rates, or
memory usage. Monitoring requires an intervention method
based on advanced filters and more precise data while refer-
ring to orderly potential causes.

Disaggregating data monitoring modules is difficult; The
approach work overcomes these limitations of conventional
indirect monitoring, by providing a messaging metamodel
as a single data source, able to assemble disaggregated data
into Moose data analysis platform. It provides performance
metrics with a runtime aspect, and even statistics obtained via
the data accumulated of indicators will have an impact on the
improvement of the maintenance; useful to define thresholds
for anomalies detection. Even with a large dataset, the ap-
proach can turn to the second level of predictive maintenance
for fatal falls.

In the web service monitoring context, the closest work
to our approach is [7] dedicated to checking the quality of
requirements of web service consumers. These requirements
form the basic contents of an XML log. The approach contains
an example of requirements as well as the relevant metrics
and associated log fields, also, interventions as needed for
response time issues or availability issues.

2.2 Interoperability Assessment
Literature provides a broad range of methods used for in-
teroperability assessment. Several recent systematic reviews
[14] [10] [12] had surrounded interoperability assessment
approaches according to some types and characteristics that
structured these methods.

We eliminated during the selection phase all methods dedi-
cated to the evaluation of potentiality. The laters define levels
of maturity in the assessment of interoperability of a given
system without knowing the interoperating partner. As well
as these approaches offer an evaluation according to criteria
for each given level, but generally they do not provide any
contribution for the improvement of interoperability, and lack
good intervention practice for the resolution of the problems
of interoperability.

However, interoperability assessment related works will
primarily focus the data concern, mainly those related to
interoperability requirements :

- Interoperability assessment of compatibility approaches
[15] are categorized in the engineering phase of systems when
solutions are re-engineered in order to establish interoperabil-
ity. Partners/systems of the interoperation are known during
the implementation of interoperability solutions. Related ap-
proaches, in this case, depend on a referential of requirements
to satisfy, that we will use for the selection of requirements.

- Performance assessment related to the interoperation,
which the assessment is done during the operational phase;
where interoperability solutions exist and are implemented.
This phase represents the positioning of our framework. As far

https://www.dynatrace.fr/
https://www.datadoghq.com/
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as we know, only the three evaluation approaches according
to those selected in reviews are dedicated to the performance.
Even more, only one of them is classified as a computer-
mediated support approach.

In compatibility assessment, it is interesting to mention
[15] for its message checking aspect. Authors propose a pro-
cess of interoperability test development in a structured way.
They consider it as a formalization of interoperability tests. Its
use case is a compatibility assessment of two systems depend-
ing on the data concern. Interoperability is evaluated this time
far from the interoperability requirements. For the conceptual
part, they checked it by the compatibility of message formats.
For the technological level, they checked the connection and
exchange capacity.

[8] deals with all three types of evaluation. The authors
propose a five-level maturity assessment model. Compati-
bility assessment is effected using the compatibility matrix,
while for performance measures, cost, time and quality are
checked to find the gap between the current system state and
the desired result.

For [3], a technological approach of performance assess-
ment aimed at improving interoperability according to the
concerns (process, service, data). The framework is com-
posed of the architecture of three layers to evolve the effect
of interoperability solutions for the achievement of high-level
business objectives. For that, the Authors use KPI key indica-
tors and evaluate the as-is state that corresponds to the way in
which decisions currently executed. A comparison between
the latter and the to-be state, which represents the expected
solutions will have as a result a capacity for improvement by
calculating the gap between the two stats.

Concerning [9], the approach is consecrated to the defi-
nition and verification of interoperability requirements; The
authors classified requirements according to four classes: com-
patibility, interoperation, autonomy, and reversibility. They
verify a set of compatibility and performance requirements
using model checkers. However, they mention that not all
requirements are formally checked. Also, the link between re-
quirements and interoperability solutions needs to be refined;
and the choice of solutions needs to be guided with the most
refinement possible.

2.3 Requirements Usage
For all that precedes, the work of this approach is to select in-
teroperability requirements according to [13] and [18]. They
treat them with a computer-mediated support approach that
identifies the link between requirements, problems and poten-
tial causes by messaging indicators able to maintain initially
the exchange of data, and a good level of interoperability.

An interoperability requirement is defined as "a statement
that prescribes a function, capability or feature related to the
ability a partner must provide for its partnership in terms of
its accounting, interoperability, reversibility and autonomy to
which he must satisfy. "[13]

Grouping these requirements constitutes a referential of
the interoperability requirements, the interest is to have this
as a guide of the analyst who will look for interoperability
problems [13]. The identification classifies a given problem
in the related concern, layer and the requirement concerned.

The two referential chosen opt two different natures, but
that does not influence the fact of the existence of some com-
mon point. [13] classes the requirements according to the
classes quoted in the definition:

• Compatibility requirement: "A statement that prescribes
a function, capability or characteristic considered in-
variable throughout the collaboration and related to
interoperability barriers and each level of interoperabil-
ity that partners must meet before any collaboration".

• Interoperation requirement: "A statement that prescribes
a function, an aptitude or a characteristic - considered
variable during the collaboration - related to the inter-
actions between partners".

• Autonomy requirement: "A statement that prescribes a
function, ability, or characteristic - related to the ability
of partners to maintain their governance and operational
capabilities during the collaboration - that partners must
meet".

• Reversibility requirement: "A statement that prescribes
a function, aptitude or characteristic related to a given
partner’s ability to return to its original state that the
company must meet at the end of the collaboration".

We excluded the last two classes: they are related to other
concerns of interoperability.

[18] adopts a structured approach that respects maturity
levels related to some basic evaluation criteria, adding inter-
dependence, decomposition and best practices for each of the
requirements of the 12 interoperability zones of the MMEI.

This work consists of using these two referential to achieve
an analysis based on interoperability requirements. The study
had as an objective, finding intersections and the common
points in those referential.

The selection of intersections was complicated due to
vague terms used to describe requirements. The intersection
is represented by the compatibility part; as [18] deals with
evaluation according to maturity levels, and [13] proposes
a class of compatibility requirements, and interoperation re-
quirements related to th effective interoperability treated with
the global framework of this approach. The analysis resulted
is the collection of elements adapted to the approach based
on the following criteria:

• Requirements must be related to the data axis.
• Requirements should have any contradictory meaning

with the asynchronous aspect and the Publish-Subscribe
method.

• Selected performance Requirements must be variable.
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• Compatibility requirements selected had a link with
implemented solutions verified, and associated with in-
teroperability solutions established before a messaging
exchange.

The selected list of compatibility requirement in Table 2 re-
quirements is given bellow, according to interoperability bar-
riers :

• Basic guarantee of an exchange establishment barrier :
"Data storage devices shall be connectable and simple
electronic exchange shall be possible": Set up technical
resources for the exchange of data within the company.
This is related to the BL-MOM API aspect of ensuring
the data exchange between modules, relying on the
RabbitMQ broker and the AMQP protocol.
"Direct database exchanges capability and full data
conversion tool". This is related to the direct capacity of
the heterogeneous exchange databases which represents
the desired basic interest of a message exchange.

• Exchange Format barrier:
"Exchanged data is formalized and unambiguous":an
exchange format is chosen by the developers of two
extremes

• Exchange Authorities barrier:
"Responsibilities and authorities shall be defined and
in place" and "Partners have the required permissions
to carry out data exchanges" : a permission set must be
assigned to the partner for access and exploitation of
resources.
"Partners provide permissions for data updates": Data
consumption may involve changes in the own data of a
partner. Partners must provide permission for actions
on their data.

• Security barrier:
"Confidential data is secured": The security mecha-
nisms defined by partners are carried out with the en-
cryption of the payload.

To adapt in a precise way the selection phase of requirements,
Other requirements related specifically to the appearance
of technological message exchanges will be added to those
selected from the existing.

3 A Framework For Interoperability
exchanges assessment

The contribution is represented by the global framework in
Fig. 1, which represents the collection of data from different
sources related to the exchange of messages. A messaging
metamodel groups all these aspects.

The exploitation of the latter provides different operations
using Moose technologies. The work consists of using indi-
cators to guide the intervention to patterns problems due to
some classified causes. Indicators, according to their weights,
are used as criteria of choice of causes, which represent the
last layer of alternatives in AHP.

Figure 1. The global framework

3.1 Metamodel
A single source of data that gathers the different trace files, is
implemented by a messaging metamodel described in[1].

It gathers the whole messaging structure carrying out the
system of queuing and messages exchange, according to the
AMQP protocol. The additional layer providing the Business
level of interactions via BL-MOM. The metamodel groups the
messaging entities, as well as the global process and events
related to exchanges with their timestamps.

Basics of messaging in the metamodel are described as the
following process: a set of publisher clients who authenticate
with user credentials. Create messages and publish them into
exchanges in the broker server. A message has two parts;
The payload that corresponds to the data to transmit and a
header that describes it. RabbitMQ sends it to the interested
consumer represented by a consuming process for each queue;
using the information provided by the header.

The messaging metamodel unifies all trace metrics from
the following sources:

• Message traces provided by RabbitMQ tracing plug-in.
• Current configuration of the broker in terms of ex-

changes, queues, their bindings, and existing users and
permissions. This is audited through the use of Rab-
bitMQ REST management.

• History of events of creation and deletion of resources,
virtual hosts, users, and permissions; creation and clos-
ing of connections and channels and user authentication
attempts. This is provided by the RabbitMQ Event Ex-
change plug-in.

• The layer added using BL-MOM which provides the
contextual elements about the communicating applica-
tions.

A passage through Moose (explained in Section 4) is neces-
sary for the metamodel to be populated and ready for interro-
gation and deep analysis. Moose is more than just a tool, it’s
a platform designed to offer the aspect of creating right tools
for all analysis theme, to control and customize the data flow,
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using data importers, parsers, advanced queries and all types
of visualization.

3.2 The tuples requirement-problem-cause
Table 1 represents an analysis guide, describes a part of the se-
lected requirements related to effective interoperability. These
requirements have a progressive aspect, described by [13] as
interoperation.

Despite its classification among compatibility requirements,
the first requirement in the table has a progressive aspect in
messaging exchange. This allows to assess it during the oper-
ational phase.

The table represents the link between problems of interop-
erability due to the dissatisfaction of requirements, indicators,
and potential causes. Fields in the table represent

• The statement of the requirement respecting all rules
set during the selection phase.

• The qualitative weight of the requirement concerning
exchange retention.

• Problems associated with the dissatisfaction of the re-
quirement.

• Runtime type indicators had a nature related to inter-
vention and corrective maintenance. The AHP weight
designates the order of importance of the indicator with
respect to a given problem.

• Reporting Indicators are used differently, as statistics
that accumulate with an aspect of time. These accumu-
lated rates can define, for instance, mathematical thresh-
olds according to the probability distribution. Then, an
analyst can refer to the detection of technical thresholds
for anomaly detection by detecting the rate value and
time-related to the mathematical threshold; thus, it will
predict failures in a second level.

• A column is intended for potential causes, which repre-
sent the alternatives of the AHP hierarchy.

3.3 Classification of causes using AHP
The AHP method [16] is a powerful and flexible method
capable of breaking down a complex problem into a hierar-
chical system, allowing organizations or individuals to place
calculated weights and importance on various options. By
quantifying the essential criteria, it is often easier to see the
final decision than to simply try to understand different levels
of importance and preference. Thanks to this, the decision
maker can deduce relative properties. As well as, compared
to other MCDM methods, like Topsis [11], AHP offers the
possibility to measure the consistency of the decision maker’s
judgments. the method is feasible as computer software helps
to apply it fast and precisely. AHP allows the possibility to
turn it into a Fuzzy AHP, which is more complex and precise
in terms of calculation.

The simplest example of an AHP architecture is one of
the 3 layers, whereas it can have several layers; for instance,

the case of the calculation of the level of maturity [17] [2].
These three layers contain, in the first level, the goal of the
AHP analysis, which is the axis of choice of the decision. The
second layer is for decision criteria, where they are ranked by
importance order weights. The last layer represents alterna-
tives related to the main purpose.

AHP defines multiple properties:

• the scale of relative decision coefficients between critereas
or alternatives, and their inverse values for inverse com-
parison.

• Criteria weight (CW): After the definition of coeffi-
cients, it will be devised by a vertical sum VS, and
CW is obtained horizontally for each criterion in the
following way: CWi = Σ (Coef j / VSi ).

• Weighted sum value (WSV): WSVi = Σ (coef j*CW j ).
• λ max = Σ (WSV i / cwi ) / n.
• Consistency index (CI): (λmax -n) / (n-1).
• Consistency Ratio (CR) : CI / RI, where the RI is a

predefined value depends on the number of criteria.

CR calculation gives an idea of the consistency of the calcu-
lation metrics in which a value less than 10 % is considered a
reasonable consistency. It is ensured during each comparison
matrix, includes the next step which is the ranking of causes
for each indicator criteria.

Figure 2. AHP layers

Fig. 2 represents the architecture of AHP in the case of
this approach, where runtime indicators are placed as criteria
for the selection of potential causes in order of importance.
Coefficient choices of decisions are made on the basis of
experts human judgment, which gives importance coefficients
as patterns of recognition and detection of potential causes.
This human judgment, however, will have as support, a log
analysis, able to study mathematically curves of frequency
and the level of impact of the detected causes.

4 Implementation

This section treats the implementation of the global frame-
work of Fig. 1, from files of all sources, up to the classification
of the potential causes by weights obtained using AHP.
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Table 1. Set of Messaging Interoperability Requirements - AHP results

Requirement System Retention
qualification

interoperability
Problems

Reportin
Indicators Reporting

indicators
Potential Cause(s)

Description
AHP

weight Description
AHP

weight

-"Partners have the necessary authorizations
to carry out the exchanges" Strong Missing permission to

exchange data

-Authentication status 0.30934

-Authentication failure rate
-Disconnection rate

-Permissions change rate

-Deleted / nonexistent user 0.073088
-User presence /
user information 0.33646 -Vhost deleted 0.056137

-Connection status 0.05769
-User not allowed

to access 0.151300

-Channel status 0.06666 -Limited permissions in Vhost 0.109388

-Presences of access permission 0.10322
-Not communicated
permissions update 0.126665

-Permissions status related
to the Vhos 0.12663

-Not communicated
credentials update 0.138059

-Connection closed 0.123456
-Authentification failed 0.146151

-Error in publishing or consuming
properties attribution 0.075665

-"The quantity of data received is equal
to the quantity of data required" Medium Consumption Stopped

-Consumer process presence 0.48689
-Lost messages rate

- Rejected messages rate
- Not routed messages rate

-Consumer offline / crashed / under maintenance 0.4919131
-State of the connection linked to

the consumer 0.08246
-Problems of missing

permission to exchange data 0.278667

-State of the channel linked
to the consumer 0.07836

-Inadequate value the
basicQos method 0.171861

-Information about the last
message consumed 0.13022 -Round-robin effect disabled 0.130341

-Messages Accumulation
in concerned queue 0.22207

Table 2. Source of requirements

Class Layer Mallek et al. 2012 IR Leal et al 2019 IR Messaging IR

Compatibility

Conceptual
"Exchanged data is formalized

and unambiguous" -

Technological -

"Data storage devices
shall be connectable and

simple electronic exchange
shall be possible"

-

-
"Direct database exchanges

capability and full data
conversion tool".

-

Organizational

"Partners have the required
permissions to carry out data

exchanges"

"Responsibilities and authorities
shall be defined

and in place"
-

"Partners provide permissions
for data updates" - -

"Confidential data is secured" - -

Performance

Conceptual
"Received data are conform

with those required" - -

"The quantity of data received is equal
to the quantity of data required" - -

Technological

"Effective exploitation time of data is less
or equal to defined exploitation time" - -

- -
"Received data must
be acknowledged"

- -
"Important data exchanged

must be persisted"

- -
"Partners have an

acceptable exchange debit"

Organizational

"Data is exchanged among
partners" - -

"Exchanged data is available" - -
"The exchanged data is only

accessible by authorized entities" - -

4.1 Moose Technologie
Moose represents a Smalltalk based platform for data analysis,
which gives it its strength is its open space for analysts to con-
trol and manage their data flow according to their own vision
and analysis. Programming relies on one of these platform
strengths; the Pharo language, simple and powerful, elegant
with a syntax that can be summed up in a few keywords, helps
to achieve results with fewer lines of code.

The development of importers consists in providing a mech-
anism of population and instantiation of the messaging meta-
model, employing an internal parser. These data, once im-
ported, will be stored in instances of the messaging meta-
model. It will be easily navigable in the Moose panel. We
implemented all the different types of data analysis in Moose,
such as queries, visualization, and messaging indicators.
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Table 3. characteristics description of messaging indicators

Data echanges analysis
RMQ-AMQP
MOOSE PLATFORM

Function: INF

Decision center: Operational

Utility : Runtime

Exploit Horizon-Period : Hours
Indicator Presence of the queues related to a consumer
Keyword PQC
Goal Traces of a consumer client
Origin File trace: RMQ trace pluging
Nature/Unity Set of PulseQueues
Coverage Consumer
Influence on other indicators Number of existing ressources
Exploit Using the message: "QueuesConsumer:"
Change’s nature Expires
Change’s frequency Hours
Parameters Consumer Name

4.2 Metamodel implementation
According to moose documentation4, FAMIX is a family of
meta-models, exploiting a rich API for queries and navigation.
The generation of the messaging metamodel according to the
current generation of Famix steps consist, in a first action,
the creation of a FamixMetamodelGenerator subclass. Then,
according to the class-side, the implementation of methods
#packageName which corresponds to the package chosen for
the generation of the metamodel and #prefix for the common
prefix of generated classes. Then, it comes the phase of defin-
ing the messaging metamodel. A Domain Specific Language
is used with a performant way to describe those elements.

4.3 Indicators
The implementation of indicators is done in the same frame-
work by interrogating the metamodel in the Moose platform.
Table 3 show a runtime indicator implemented. This table
summarises the interest and all features

• period of Exploitation: the duration/period over which
the information remains significant.

• Function: two types of functions are assigned, INF for
all that concern notifications and alerts, or STA for long-
term decisions, an indicator can have both functions.

• Decision center: depends on the type of information
extracted by the indicator, which is related to an aspect
of security, operational, stability, or performance.

• Origin: the origin trace file.
• Coverage: the different levels on which the indicator

can be obtained.
• Change’s nature: depends on the behavior of the indi-

cator, is it examined with a one-shot way as an isolated
indicator, its value expires after a period, or the infor-
mation desired is in continuous change.

4moosetechnology.org

• Change’s frequency: related to the nature of change,
in which an isolated indicator has an empty field and
corresponds to the frequency of data recording to be
collected for reporting indicators.

4.4 AHP layers
The implementation of AHP layers, which is, the tuples prob-
lems indicators and potential causes are implemented using
the software Super decisions5 developed by the team of AHP
creator [16]. The Software facilitates the computation, and
gives an easy interface for coefficient choices of all elements,
and helps to keep the CR reasonable.

5 Application : decision-making and
intervention improvement

In this section, we present the interest of the approach for the
improvement of the intervention in the case of dysfunctions.
Table 1 represents solid support able to draw the perimeter
of potential causes of interoperability problems. This helps
decision making to maintain or improve interoperability.

We illustrate the problem of stopped consumption during
an exchange. An administrator will check the list of deter-
mined runtime indicators Table 1, with an order of importance
related to the problem specified by experts Fig. 3, in conjunc-
tion with potential causes seen as patterns of dysfunction.

Figure 3. Indicators order

The administrator should rely on the importance of indica-
tors Table 1 to be checked using Moose, and a set of potential
causes classified for a given problem (Fig.4).

It should be noted that the message routing problem and
incompatibility of AMQP versions between partners can also
stop the consuming process. These causes are not mentioned
in the guide because Bl-MOM, besides providing the trace-
ability layer, ensures the communication between applications
by eliminating this type of problems.

The existing interoperability assessment approaches, gener-
ally propose qualitative and quantitative measures that serve
only to classify a given entity concerning its degree of in-
teroperability. Our work suggests messaging indicators as a
set of technical measures. The latter give a pragmatic and

5https://www.superdecisions.com/

moosetechnology.org
https://www.superdecisions.com/
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Figure 4. Potential causes order

practical view of the satisfaction of the interoperability re-
quirements and provides this way an indication of the level
of interoperability.

6 Conclusion and perspectives
The interoperability assessment represents a large part of the
proposed articles in the interoperability domain. The authors
specify the calculation and classification metrics of a given
entity, at a maturity level, or calculate the degree of interoper-
ability, by analyzing the system from a global view. However,
the need is related to the detection of causes behind inter-
operability problems. This work consists of analyzing data
interoperability assured by Berger-levrault for communicat-
ing applications via BL-MOM API, based on the RabbitMQ
broker and the AMQP protocol. The monitoring according
to different data sources presents a challenge due to the com-
plexity of detecting the dysfunction area for fast intervention.
For this reason, patterns of dysfunction must be implemented
to detect the problem instead of getting lost between different
log files.

The intervention is led by an AHP implementation. Ad-
mittedly, the choice of coefficients is based today on experts
human judgment. The work for the next stage is related to the
mathematical study of frequency and the impact of potential
causes of failures. AHP will be based this time, for the choice
of coefficients, on a mathematical study as support. Also, a
switch to Fuzzy AHP will give more precision by changing
coefficients to vectors named Fuzzy numbers.

One of these work perspectives will be the validation of
the proposed framework using a global case study of all these
aspects. Besides, The condition monitoring part which relies
on the collection of a large dataset related to the reporting
type of indicators, measured from a normal state until a fall or
a fatal dysfunction. These measures will be used as training
data for a machine learning model capable of defining real-
time alert thresholds and maintenance predictive of falls. The
implementation will require the use of the Voyage tool in the
Moose platform for database connection and persistence to
accumulate indicators measures.
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